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Advances in EPRVs Have Stagnated at ~1 m s-1.



Dumusque’s RV challenge.

Fischer et al. 2016, Dumusque 2016

“Even with the best models of stellar signals, planetary signals with amplitudes less than 1 m s-1 are rarely 
extracted correctly with current precision and current techniques.

In other words, we must do something fundamentally different than we have been doing to achieve 10 cm s-1

precision and 1 cm s-1 accuracy.



What precision and accuracy do we need?

•



Issues that must be overcome…
(e.g., the Known Unknowns and the Unknown Unknowns)
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Improving the Precision of Radial Velocity Measurements 
Will Support Exoplanet Missions

FINDING: The radial velocity method will continue to provide essential mass, orbit, and census information 
to support both transiting and directly imaged exoplanet science for the foreseeable future.

FINDING: Radial velocity measurements are currently limited by variations in the stellar photosphere, 
instrumental stability and calibration, and spectral contamination from telluric lines. Progress will require 
new instruments installed on large telescopes, substantial allocations of observing time, advanced 
statistical methods for data analysis informed by theoretical modeling, and collaboration between 
observers, instrument builders, stellar astrophysicists, heliophysicists, and statisticians.

RECOMMENDATION: NASA and NSF should establish a strategic 
initiative in extremely precise radial velocities (EPRVs) to develop 
methods and facilities for measuring the masses of temperate 
terrestrial planets orbiting Sun-like stars.

National Academy of Sciences Exoplanet Science Strategy:



NASA / NSF EPRV Initiative
Objective: The Extreme Precision Radial Velocity (EPRV) Working Group 

was chartered by the NASA Astrophysics Division (APD) and NSF Division 
of Astronomical Sciences (AST) to deliver a report that includes a 
recommendation for the most promising ground-based program 

architecture and supporting research efforts necessary to achieve the 
goal of measuring the masses of temperate, terrestrial planets orbiting 
nearby, Sun-like stars amenable to direct imaging with future mission 

concepts such as HabEx, LUVOIR, or Starshade Rendezvous.

https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/exep/NNExplore/EPRV
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First step: putting together a working group



Time Line



Based on the 2018 ESS report:
“Radial velocity measurements are currently 
limited by variations in the stellar photosphere, 
instrumental stability and calibration, and spectral 
contamination from telluric lines. Progress will 
require new instruments installed on large 
telescopes, substantial allocations of observing 
time, advanced statistical methods for data 
analysis informed by theoretical modeling, and 
collaboration between observers, instrument 
builders, stellar astrophysicists, heliophysicists, 
and statisticians.”



Based on the 2018 ESS report:
“Radial velocity measurements are currently 
limited by variations in the stellar photosphere, 
instrumental stability and calibration, and spectral 
contamination from telluric lines. Progress will 
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all of these challenges?



Science Mission Drivers (leads: Howard & Bender) 
Identify science goals for the initiative and determine 
target star list to guide EPRV survey considerations

Instrument Performance Evaluation (Halverson)
Assess top level system error budgets in the context 

of community derived science goals and requirements

Instrumentation & Calibration (Leifer & Szentgyorgyi)
Identify new EPRV and supporting 

instrumentation/technology needed before the 2030 
survey begins

Intrinsic Stellar Variability (Cegla & Haywood) 
Identify observational and analytical techniques 

needed to characterize & correct various types of 
stellar variability

Survey Strategy (Burt & Teske)
Evaluate ability of architectures to observe prime 

target list. Design 2020s PRV survey to characterize 
stellar variability & multiplicity

Pipelines, Analysis & Statistical Inference (Roy & Ford)
Identify research efforts necessary to improve 

spectral analysis, RV determination & noise modeling

Realistic Resource Evaluation (Quirrenbach & Diddams)
Evaluate expected costs, risks, and realism of EPRV 

architectures and supporting research efforts. 

Telluric Mitigation Strategies (Bender)
Identify observational and analytical techniques 

needed to quantify the impacts of telluric lines in the 
Earth’s atmosphere and mitigate their effects

Formation of Sub-Groups



• Combined target lists from the HabEx, 
LUVOIR, and Starshade Rendezvous 
future mission concepts

• Eliminated stars with Teff > 6200K 
or vsini > 10 km/s due to lack of RV 
information content

• Stars split into a ‘green’ and ‘yellow’ list:
• Green stars have vsini < 5 km/s and 

appear on at least two studies’ target 
lists

• Yellow stars have vsini < 10 km/s or 
appear on only one study target list

Compiling a list of target stars



Yellow 
List

Green 
List• Combined target lists from the HabEx, 

LUVOIR, and Starshade Rendezvous 
future mission concepts

• Eliminated stars with Teff > 6200K 
or vsini > 10 km/s due to lack of RV 
information content

• Stars split into a ‘green’ and ‘yellow’ list:
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Compiling a list of target stars



Definition of Musts & Wants



Definition of Musts & Wants



Investigations into observing approaches



Example architecture layout



Some things we’re able to simulate
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1200 observations ~ nightly cadence 
over 10 years, when accounting for 
weather losses / seasonal availability



Some things we’re able to simulate
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1200 observations ~ nightly cadence 
over 10 years, when accounting for 
weather losses / seasonal availability

88% of stars achieve 
nightly cadence or better



Some things we’re able to simulate

V magnitude
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Granulations
15 min - 2 days

K ~ few m/s

Magnetic 
Cycle
~10 yrs

K ~ 1-20 m/s

Oscillations
< 15 min

K ~ few m/s

Spots & 
Plages

10-50 days
K ~ few m/s

Grav. Redshift
10 days - 10 yrs

K < 10 cm/s

And others we’re not (...yet)

Stellar 
Variability
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And others we’re not (...yet)
Credit: X. Dumusque



After simulations, each architecture will be assessed 
by each working group using custom rubrics



After simulations, each architecture will be assessed 
by each working group using custom rubrics

Final recommendation on most 
promising observing approaches 

and most crucial research/analysis 
investments over the next decade



https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/exep/NNExplore/EPRV



We are here

https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/exep/NNExplore/EPRV



Questions?


